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Three Necessities for a
Modern Analytics Ecosystem
Authored by John O’Brien, CEO and Principal Advisor, Radiant Advisors
Data and analytics can supercharge a company’s success and establish competitive advantages in any
industry. As companies prioritize analytics at the highest levels of their organization, they begin with
establishing internal strategies to align business goals with data and analytics initiatives. While drivers
such as deeper customer understanding or higher operational efficiencies are visible metrics for analytics
success, these initiatives must be supported by a modern analytics ecosystem that must be fast, agile, and
scalable across the enterprise.
Accordingly, companies are thinking more holistically about their analytics strategies. Inevitably, two
questions surface:
• What is the best approach to analytics?
• What technologies and capabilities are necessary for an enterprise-level environment?
Radiant Advisors works with many companies undergoing the journey to modern analytics. Based
on our experiences and research of similar companies, this paper addresses those two questions by
distilling key themes into three specific necessities that consistently factor into the success of modern
enterprise analytics.
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Necessity 1: Strategically Leverage
the Public Cloud

ecosystem. This is especially true for data and
analytics ecosystems.
The key is to begin with understanding how
Efforts to modernize analytics ecosystems
a cloud-native architecture benefits data and
typically include an initiative for migrating
analytics development teams. DevOps has
existing environments to a public cloud platform, heavily influenced the creation of the DataOps
and many companies have the mandate that new methodology for building and deploying data
analytics projects will take a cloud-first approach. pipelines, regardless of tools or programming
In some cases, this is driven by an overall IT
languages, to perform data acquisition,
initiative for efficiency and cost savings, and their transformation, enrichment, and delivery.
focus is on properly establishing cloud security,
Agile teams should also have the ability to be
deployment, operations monitoring, and billing.
self-sufficient to continuously integrate and
In these cases, cloud migration is typically treated continuously deliver (CI/CD) their data pipeline
a project rather than as a long-term, strategic
code along with supporting infrastructure as
cloud program that seeks to increase proficiency
code while embedding data quality, governance,
to benefit from the cloud over time rather than
and testing.
simply running on it.
Microservices involves distilling monolithic
applications down to their functions and
“Do things in a way that benefit from the
subroutines that can be easily invoked when
cloud rather than simply run on the cloud.”
needed and independently upgraded. For data
engineers and data scientists, having data
Strategically considering the benefits of public
pipelines that leverage microservices via API
clouds will enable a new era of application
calls will reduce development time and increase
development for companies through cloud-native data pipeline quality and resiliency from
computing and architecture based primarily on
sharing reusable code. Taking this one step
four principles: DevOps, continuous delivery,
further, companies can leverage cloud
microservices, and containers. Each of these
serverless capabilities to provision computing
principles requires a new mindset and a strategy
resources only when the API is called. This
for architects and developers to gain proficiency
impacts billing, which is measured in milliseconds
as an organization. While these principles
for serverless services.
will benefit any analytics project or team,
Finally, the container paradigm is the evolution
significant value is realized when the enterprise
of virtual machines that enable data pipelines
architecture has made this a strategy for all
and analytic applications to become operationally
agile teams working in the modern analytics
on-demand, portable, and scalable within the
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cloud environment or across multiple public
cloud environments.
Companies often face surprises and stumbling
blocks when getting started with the first step of
their cloud strategy that may even cause a full
strategic reset based on lessons learned. There
are three initial cloud migration strategies that
companies choose from: rehost, replatform, and
rearchitect. Each approach has tradeoffs.

overwhelmed with educating themselves about
the nuances of the services and obtaining skills
required to orchestrate all the services together.

Radiant Advisors’ resesarch has found that
the ideal cloud strategy for analytics ecosystems
is to sequentially rehost, then replatform, then
rearchitect from within the cloud. The initial
rehosting stage minimizes the number of
changes in the analytics ecosystem so that the
• Companies that rehost their analytics
agile development and cloud platform teams
ecosystems on a public cloud (also known as
gain experience working in a cloud environment
the “lift-and-shift” approach) have the least risk and develop their initial proficiency. This stage
and changes, which can also translate to the
can be completed relatively quickly, depending
fastest completion time. However, the rehost
on the complexity of the on-premises analytics
strategy does not take full advantage of the
ecosystem. With the analytics ecosystem
cloud platform due to virtual machines and
running in virtual machines and infrastructureinfrastructure being only slightly different from
as-a-service on the cloud, the next stage is to
the on-premises data center.
replatform major analytics components to their
• The replatform approach involves migrating
cloud-native services for databases, object stores,
the on-premises analytics ecosystem to their
data integration services, and data analysis and
equivalent cloud-native services. A common
visualization services. The replatform stage
example of this is moving a relational database
management system (RDBMS) that is acting as also includes the modern data architecture
transformation to polyglot persistence and
a data warehouse or data mart on a large data
polyglot programming principles that benefit
center server to a data warehouse platform-asfrom separating data storage from compute
a-service based on a cloud-native architecture
that can separately manage compute and storage resources, optimizing architecture components
for specific needs and best performance.
resources on the cloud.
This commonly includes the addition of an
• Some companies will rearchitect their data
enterprise data lake as the data foundation and
and analytics applications for the cloud and
compute engines for data pipelines, data science
then develop and deploy the cloud-native
models, and SQL access to data files. Finally,
applications that decommission their onthe rearchitecture stage increases the benefits of
premises legacy equivalents. The challenge
running on a public cloud by refactoring data and
with the rearchitect strategy is that without
analytics applications to utilize microservices,
experienced and knowledgeable cloud
architects and developers, agile teams are easily serverless functions, and application containers
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(such as Dockers and Kubernetes) for higher
compute utilization, portability, and scalability.
Having a cloud strategy that follows these
three phases manages risk and disruption for
IT and users while increasing overall cloudnative proficiency of the organization over time,
therefore increasing organizational value.
Another factor to consider in the cloud
strategy for modern analytics ecosystems is
the expanding and evolving nature of analytics
vendors offering their platforms and software as
a service through public cloud providers. The
cloud marketplaces in AWS, Azure, and Google
Cloud are full of software that can fit the specific
needs of the analytics ecosystem – or simply
make it easier to try a vendor’s software on the
cloud. However, some companies are concerned
with “vendor lock-in” – the portability of services
(or lack thereof) when utilizing the highly
integrated cloud provider’s service. This requires
a careful balance that every company will have to
determine for their modern analytics ecosystem.
On one hand, embracing the cloud provider’s
service is more likely to be based on cloud-native
architecture and be tightly integrated with all of
its other services. On the other hand, developing
data pipelines, data stores, and analytics
applications on a vendor’s platform that runs in
any of the public clouds will help avoid rework
if migrating to another cloud provider becomes
necessary later.
For modern analytics ecosystems, the ability
to choose between the public cloud’s service or
ease of trying an analytics vendor’s service from
the cloud marketplace will allow the flexibility
needed to customize the analytics ecosystem to
fit the needs of the company. In order to simplify
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this process and complexity, most companies
choose to commit to a “primary cloud provider”
to build their modern analytics ecosystem and
account for a strategy to adopt containers as a
way to have an open analytics architecture
across multiple public clouds and on-premises
data centers.

Necessity 2: Integrate the Data and
Analytics Ecosystem
The purpose of a modern analytics ecosystem
is to provide the enterprise with a full spectrum
of analytics capabilities for agile analytics teams
and individuals to deliver the data and analytics
they need faster and with higher quality. This
approach can be configured for on-premises data
centers, on public clouds, or in hybrid and multicloud environments.
There is a distinction between shared
data, analytics, and services from those that
independent developers need to deliver
within the ecosystem. Shared services provide
consistency and speed for developers so that
they don’t have to recreate common features
such as security, governance, and catalogs for
each analytics product or project they work
on. When the data and analytics ecosystem
has an integrated and common set of shared
services, developers can focus on the features and
functionality required.
Equally important is a common data layer
and corresponding services. Here, analytics
development teams and individuals can work on
their projects independently. The enterprise data
lake serves as the foundation of the ecosystem
whereby all data assets ingested from systems
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and sources are organized and
available in an open file format
(such as Parquet, Optimized
Row Columnar (ORC), AVRO
or JSON) in a scalable object
store. Some data engineering
teams are dedicated to data
ingestion for the data lake while
some agile development teams
ingest data for their analytics
and also persist them in the
data lake as an enterprise data
asset. Enterprise data lakes
require enforcement of security
policies and governance of
Figure 1: Conceptual Analytics Architecture and Capabilities
data assets to guide proper
management systems. While these two analytics
usage. Further, a data catalog
capabilities could be delivered from the data
assists each developer, business analyst, or data
lake object store with SQL compute engines,
scientist in finding the data they are interested
in for their project and validating (often through an RDBMS is optimized for performance and
concurrency while an object store is optimized
collaborative peer reviews) that the data is
for flexibility and scalability. Modern analytics
appropriate for their needs. This approach
ecosystems refer to the subject-oriented DWs and
to a shared data foundation contributes to
DMs more generally as data hubs, recognizing
analytics teams finding available data more
their specific purpose and governance. When
quickly, securely accessing it for use, and being
compared to a data warehouse, an analytics
more confident about its quality due to data
team can build an in-memory data hub specific
governance and crowdsourced reviews.
to customer 360 data (similar to a DW subject
The integrated data and analytics ecosystem
facilitates several core analytics capabilities to align area for customer) with data services APIs for
other data pipelines and analytics applications. A
with the needs of the business. (See Figure 1.)
customer 360 data mart can be another data hub
The first core analytics capability is reporting
focused on reporting and dimensional analysis
and analysis of business metrics for operational
users. This granular approach, combined with
performance. Commonly referred to as
cloud-native principles, is a foundational concept
descriptive and diagnostic (OLAP) analytics,
of the modern data warehouse.
this represents business intelligence (BI) and
The second core analytics capability is selfwere originally built as data warehouses (DWs)
or data marts (DMs) with relational database
service data analytics, where business analytics
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can work independently to discover new insights
or quickly produce data sets needed for business
decision-making. As these people follow the
modern analytics lifecycle to conduct their work,
they require shared data and services to find data
in a catalog, understand its safe use through data
governance and lineage, and securely access the
data in the data lake for exploration. These selfservice users will still need an environment where
they load, transform, and query data. A relational
database engine is ideal for this purpose since
most business users understand SQL. Therefore,
an analytics-oriented relational database with
features such as columnar storage and massively
parallel processing data nodes specifically
supports the analytics capability needs of data
prep and exploration. Database environments
serving as self-service data workbenches or data
labs should be able to be provisioned quickly and
easily as they typically support temporary data
and analytics projects. [See sidebar, page 7.]
The third core analytics capability is data
science and AI-related analytics. This is where
machine learning (ML) is applied to solve
complex analytics for predictive and prescriptive
analytics in the business. Here, the modern
analytics ecosystem must incorporate ML
libraries, deep learning libraries, natural language
processing (NLP), neural networks, and/or other
open source libraries. Data science notebooks
have become the primary development platform,
leveraging the Apache Spark core engines for
execution. Data scientists can program in Java,
Python, or Scala within their notebook and
leverage an API programming paradigm for
speed and quality. Similar to the business analysts
and the modern analytics lifecycle, data scientists
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need to find, understand, and explore data sets
from the shared data lake to iteratively develop
their analytics models. An integrated data and
analytics ecosystem accommodates data science
projects with Spark clusters (or equivalent
cloud-native services) to execute the data science
notebooks for training ML models.
The relationship between the analytics
capabilities themselves provides additional value
in speed and quality when an integrated analytics
ecosystem is available. When the modern
analytics ecosystem is integrated with shared
data and services and architected for analytic
capabilities, the result is faster and higher quality
analytics delivery.

Necessity 3: Adopt a
Streaming-First Mindset
for Real-Time Analytics
Modern analytics ecosystems leverage
streaming data hubs and event-driven data
pipelines to have data as close to real-time
for analytics serving customer interactions,
operational efficiency, and competitive
advantages. The ability to react to a business
situation and predict a next best action has
become an expectation of many customers and
internally by business operations.
Modernizing the data warehouse includes
migrating and rearchitecting for the cloud, but
the most beneficial efforts will come from the
adoption of streaming data with hubs and data
pipelines to deliver real-time data and analytics.
A streaming data-first strategy aligns with
the cloud’s ability to scale and automate all
data processing to support real-time analytics
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Institutionalizing and
Industrializing Self-Service
Data Analytics
Analytics development has evolved over the
decades into a proven two-phase approach. Initially,
there needs to be a discovery and validation
phase performed by business people with domain
knowledge, followed by and a design, build, and
operationalize phase by IT professionals. Agile BI
methodologies account for this business-developer
pairing, and now data scientists are realizing the
same with their time-intensive data prep work prior
to iteratively building and testing analytic models.
Modern analytics ecosystems are architected to
facilitate both scenarios within agile development
methodologies.
“Institutionalizing” self-service data analytics
into modern data warehouses and governed
data hubs can be initially supported by business
analysts that utilize their own self-service data
analytics to find, explore, and validate data within
the governed data lake. With the data and analytics
assumptions and requirements resolved, the
agile analytics team can next design and deploy
operational data pipelines and target data models
for data processing into data hubs along with
well-defined security and data governance.
“Industrializing” self-service data analytics into
data pipelines that support data science and ML
analytic models is also initially also supported by
business analysts. With a given scope for the data
science projects, potential data sets are identified
for inclusion if they demonstrate a significant impact
on the analytic model’s ability to predict outcomes.
Armed with intuitive, visual, no-code data prep
tools, business analysts can leverage their domain
knowledge about applications, business processes,
and business functions to quickly and logically build
data sets for data scientists to test. After the data
scientists and business analysts have distilled their
data variables to a manageable list, data engineering
can industrialize the data prep jobs by designing,
building, and operationalizing new data pipelines.
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and real-time data services. Embracing a
paradigm whereby all data flows in streams
resets the common denominator for all
wanalytics applications.
In the past, company decision support systems
(DSS) would utilize complex event processing
(CEP) and streaming data as a specialized
application and an exception to normal batch
processing. With this approach, many companies
were stuck at an analytics maturity level that
only involved reporting and OLAP analysis for
decision-making. Generations of big data and
the Internet of Things (IoT) created technologies
and principles that made it possible to tackle the
smallest unit of data in near real time and in more
scalable and reliable ways by breaking through the
barrier of specialization and complexity. Digital
transformation initiatives capture data from all
interactions between business to customers (B2C),
business to business (B2B), and interactions
with machines (including machine to customer,
machine to business, and machine to machine).
These interactions on websites and mobile
applications capture customer behavior and
provide insights far before a transaction occurs in
an operational system. IoT devices and sensors can
also detect changes in environments such as stores
or manufacturing floors to provide data for
analytics models to predict a positive event to
capitalize on or a negative event to avoid and
mitigate risk.
The modern analytics paradigm is one of a
streaming-first mindset to capture, process, and
capitalize on data in its lowest latency when it is
most valuable. While some data acquisition will
have to remain batch-oriented due to technical
reasons, this is largely the exception. Some
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applications will be developed to push their data
events into a streaming data hub, while other
applications and databases will require a data
pipeline that is scheduled as a “micro-batch” to
fetch data every one to five minutes.
The modern analytic architecture will have a
streaming data hub or equivalent cloud service
that receives all raw data ingestion streams and
makes the raw data available to any data pipeline
or data store, such as a data lake, that subscribes
to it. The most widely accepted streaming data
hub is based on Apache Kafka for its proven
scalability and reliability. Kafka utilizes a cluster
of servers called brokers and data partitioning
for resiliency. Incoming data is published to a
Kafka “topic,” and data consumers can subscribe
to each topic. With all data sources being fed into
the streaming data hub, scheduled batch data
fetching, as micro-batches or daily batches,
are now designed as data pipelines with
infrequent events.
Streaming data pipelines enable data engineers
to deliver smaller, modular data pipeline code
functionality more frequently and with higher
quality. One data pipeline can focus only on
acquiring data and publishing it to the streaming
data hub. Another data pipeline can subscribe
to a topic and focus on data enrichment prior to
publishing it back as a new topic. Rather than
having the data pipeline insert the data into the
database or data lake directly, now the database
can simply subscribe to the enriched data topic
via a Kafka connector and have it streamed in.
Further downstream, data pipelines can subscribe
to the enriched data topic for further processing
rather than extracting it from the database. This
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data pipeline modularity increases development
speed from code reusability.
There are two key benefits for streaming data in
the modern analytics ecosystem that involve data
hubs and real-time analytic models.
Data hubs demonstrate the value of
having smaller, more focused governed data
sets available in near real-time for analytic
applications and other data pipelines. Business
activity data is captured as it occurs by data
pipelines that integrate and enrich it for a
specific purpose, such as customer 360. The
continuously updated database has data services
available for analytic applications to call as
needed via a fast API that can return information
or predictive analytics within milliseconds and
for thousands of requests. These APIs provide
further value to other data pipelines that can
leverage the data hub lookups as the stream data
for their applications or reporting data marts.
Analytics and machine learning benefit
from streaming data in both training models
and predictive analytics applications. While the
industrialized data pipeline has been built to run
an initial training data set, streaming data on
the same data pipeline allows for new training
to be continuously processed for reinforcement
or unsupervised learning of the ML model.
Consider this example: an initial ML model has
been deployed on a fixed set of historical data
and a second model with streaming data can be
A/B tested alongside to compare the effectiveness
of each model as the business environment
evolves month after month.
Operational analytics is not new to the analytics
ecosystem but it has become much easier to
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implement due to the broad acceptance of
streaming event hubs and data pipelines. As
stated earlier, streaming data was previously
the exception and required complex specialized
skills. Modern analytics ecosystems with
streaming data hubs as core compute are scalable
like never before and are now the default
approach for data engineers. Operational
analytics allows companies to monitor, react,
and predict situations for maximizing the
value of an opportunity or for minimizing
cost before an event happens. In business
processes, this commonly translates to reduced
cycle times, increased efficiency, and higher
customer satisfaction.

About Cloudera:
At Cloudera, we believe that data can make
what is impossible today, possible tomorrow.
We empower people to transform complex
data into clear and actionable insights.
Cloudera delivers an enterprise data cloud
for any data, anywhere, from the Edge to AI.
Powered by the relentless innovation of the
open source community, Cloudera advances
digital transformation for the world’s largest
enterprises. Offering analytics for the full data
lifecycle, Cloudera Data Platform, Cloudera’s
fully integrated analytics platform, powers
data-driven decision making by easily, quickly,
and safely connecting and securing the entire
data lifecycle on all clouds and data centers.
Discover Cloudera Data Platform and take it
for a test drive.

Conclusion
The modern analytics ecosystem is not simply
about upgrading to newer technologies or
migrating to the public cloud. Modernization
requires more than just adopting new
technologies. It requires a holistic, fresh
perspective of your analytics ecosystem. It is
imperative to think strategically about what the
cloud can offer as your program matures beyond
migration, integrate your data and analytics
ecosystem to facilitate core analytics capabilities,
and position your company for competitive
advantage with a streaming data mindset. These
three focus areas will enable analytics to drive
increasing value for your organization.
To learn more, visit the Cloudera Data
Warehouse products page or read the
Top 3 Challenges Facing the Modern Data
Warehouse eBook.
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About Radiant Advisors:
Radiant Advisors is a strategic research
and advisory firm that delivers innovative,
experience-based research and
thought-leadership to transform today’s
organizations into tomorrow’s data-driven
industry leaders. To learn more, visit
www.RadiantAdvisors.com
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